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Abstract
A continuum mechanics theory is established for the in-surface buckling of one-dimensional
nanomaterials on compliant substrates, such as silicon nanowires on elastomeric substrates
observed in experiments. Simple analytical expressions are obtained for the buckling
wavelength, amplitude and critical buckling strain in terms of the bending and tension stiffness
of the nanomaterial and the substrate elastic properties. The analysis is applied to silicon
nanowires, single-walled carbon nanotubes, multi-walled carbon nanotubes, and carbon
nanotube bundles. For silicon nanowires, the measured buckling wavelength gives Young’s
modulus to be 140 GPa, which agrees well with the prior experimental studies. It is shown that
the energy for in-surface buckling is lower than that for normal (out-of-surface) buckling, and is
therefore energetically favorable.
(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

(VLS) process. Each nanocluster served as a site that
directs preferential addition of the reactant to the end of a
growing SiNW. Next, the randomly oriented SiNWs formed
in this way were transferred, using shear force, to another
silicon wafer substrate to form aligned arrays (figure 1(a),
top frame) [26–28]. These arrays were then transferred to
a prestrained PDMS substrate (uniaxially tensile along the
lengths of the SiNWs) [29–32]. After releasing the prestrain,
the resulting collection of buckled SiNWs (figure 1(a), bottom
frame) was examined by atomic force microscope (AFM)
and field-emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM)
images. Figure 1(b) shows some representative results.
The purpose of this paper is to provide detailed
mechanics analysis of in-surface buckling of one-dimensional

1. Introduction
Buckling of thin layers or aligned arrays of stiff materials on
elastomeric substrates has many important applications, such
as stretchable electronics [1–11], precision metrology [12–14]
and flexible optoelectronics [15]. These systems show normal
buckling, i.e., the stiff thin layers buckle normal to the substrate
surface. Their mechanics is well understood [16–24]. By
contrast, Ryu et al [25] recently reported for the first time that
silicon nanowires (SiNWs) on elastomeric substrates buckle
only within the substrate surface, i.e. in-surface buckling.
Figure 1(a) summarizes the experimental process used in
this case. SiNWs were first prepared on Si substrates
using Au nanoclusters as catalysts in a vapor–liquid–solid
0957-4484/10/085708+09$30.00
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(a)
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the process to form laterally (in-surface) buckled, wavy SiNWs on PDMS substrates. (b) AFM (left) and
FE-SEM (right) images of laterally buckled SiNWs on PDMS substrates.

MWNTs and carbon nanotube bundles, and is therefore
energetically favorable. This explains the experimentally
observed in-surface buckling of SiNWs [25], but not normal
buckling of SWNTs [14]. The latter is because the SWNT
radius (∼1 nm) is comparable to or even smaller than the
roughness of the PDMS surface (∼1 nm), which prevents insurface buckling of SWNTs. The surface roughness, however,
is much smaller than the radius of SiNWs (∼50 nm), and
therefore cannot prevent in-surface buckling.

nanomaterials (e.g., nanowires, nanotubes) on elastomeric
substrates. Similar to normal buckling [33], in-surface
buckling may occur when nanowires and nanotubes are
sufficiently thin (e.g., <100 nm). For pure elastic deformation,
mechanics analysis can be applied down to ∼10 atomic
spacing [34, 35], i.e., when the characteristic length of
deformation is as small as ∼10 atomic spacings, which
correspond to 2 and 0.5 nm radii for SiNWs and carbon
nanotubes, respectively. Similar to the study of normal
buckling of stiff thin films and single-walled carbon nanotubes
(SWNTs) on compliant substrates [16, 19–24], the mechanics
analysis for in-surface buckling in section 2 gives analytically
the total energy of the system, which consists of the bending
energy Ub and membrane energy Um in the stiff beam, and
strain energy US in the substrate. The buckling wavelength
and amplitude are then obtained analytically by minimizing the
total energy. This is applied to SiNWs, SWNTs, multi-walled
carbon nanotubes (MWNTs), and carbon nanotube bundles in
sections 3–6, respectively. These systems may find various
applications [36–39] since SiNWs and carbon nanotubes have
superior and unique properties [40–45].
As to be shown in sections 3–6, in-surface buckling gives
lower total energy than normal buckling for SiNWs, SWNTs,

2. Mechanics of in-surface buckling of stiff beams on
a compliant substrate
Let E I and E A denote the bending and tension stiffness of a
stiff beam on the surface of a compliant substrate, respectively.
The lateral deflection v within the substrate surface of the
buckled beam can be described by a sinusoidal form v =
vmax cos kx , where the coordinate x is along the beam axis,
vmax is the buckling amplitude, and the wavevector k is related
to the wavelength λ by k = 2π/λ. The bending energy per
2
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unit length of the buckled beam is obtained as

Ub =

1
λ


0

λ

1
EI
2



d2 v
dx 2

2
dx =

EI 2 4
v k .
4 max

substrate (per unit length) is obtained via the divergence
theorem as
 2π  w
k
1 P cos(kx)
k
vsub d y dx
US =
2π 0
2w
−w 2


3 − νS
P2
=
− 2γ − 2 ln kw .
(3)
4π Ē S 1 − νS

(1)

The membrane strain in the beam is given in terms of
the lateral deflection v and axial displacement u by εm =
du/dx + (dv/dx)2 /2. The shear stress at the beam/substrate
interface is negligible since Young’s modulus for the beam
(e.g., ∼140 GPa for SiNWs and 1.25 TPa for SWNTs) [14, 25]
is several orders of magnitude larger than that for the substrate
(e.g., ∼2 MPa at room temperature) [46]. Force equilibrium
then requires a constant membrane force (and a constant
membrane strain) in the buckled beam, which gives the axial
2
displacement u = kvmax
sin(2kx)/8 − εpre x , where −εpre is
the compressive strain in the beam due to the relaxation of
prestrain applied to the substrate. The membrane strain is
2
εm = k 2 vmax
/4 − εpre , which then gives the membrane energy
in the beam
1
Um =
λ



λ
0

1
EA
2
E Aεm
dx =
2
2



2
k 2 vmax
− εpre
4

The total potential energy tot (per unit length) of the
system is obtained as
 
1 λ w P cos kx
tot = Ub + Um + US −
λ 0 −w 2w
× (vsub − vmax cos kx) dx d y

2
2
E I 2 4 E A k 2 vmax
1
=
vmax k +
− εpre + Pvmax
4
2
4
2


3 − νS
P2
−
− 2γ − 2 ln kw ,
(4)
4π Ē S 1 − νS

2
.

where the integration represents the work across the
beam/substrate interface. The minimization of tot with
respect to vmax and k gives the following equations to
determine the buckling wavevector and amplitude,

(2)

The lateral force (per unit length) on the beam due to
buckling, which is needed to calculate the energy in the
substrate next, is obtained from beam theory [47] as T =
E I d4 v/dx 4 − E Aεmd2 v/dx 2 = −P cos kx , where P =
2
−E Avmax k 2 (k 2 vmax
/4 − εpre ) − E I vmax k 4 .
The substrate is modeled as a semi-infinite solid since
its thickness is much larger than the buckling wavelength
of the beams. Let E S denote Young’s modulus for the
poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) substrate in figure 1, and νS
Poisson’s ratio. The substrate surface is traction-free except
for the stripe underneath the beam, which has width 2w and
is along the x direction. The shear stress traction in this
region due to beam buckling is the average of the lateral
force P cos kx over the width, i.e., P cos kx/(2w). For a
point (x , y ) on the substrate surface (x is along the beam
axis), the lateral displacement (along the y direction) induced
by a unit lateral point force (also along the y direction) at
(ξ, ψ ) on the surface of the semi-infinite solid is given by
[(1 − νS )(x − ξ )2 + (y − ψ)2 ]/[(1 − νS )π Ē S ρ 3 ] [48], where
) is the plane-strain modulus of the
Ē S = E S /(1 − νS2
substrate, and ρ = (x − ξ )2 + (y − ψ)2 . For the lateral
stress traction P cos kx/(2w) over the width 2w, the lateral
displacement (along the y direction) on the surface can
be obtained
 w by integrating the above function as vsub =
P cos kx −w [(1 − νS )K 0 (k|y − ψ|) + νS k|y − ψ|K 1 (k|y −
ψ|)] dψ/[π Ē S w(1 − νS )], where K 0 and K 1 are modified
Bessel functions of the second kind [49]. For the buckling
wavelength much larger than the width (i.e., kw  1),
the modified Bessel functions can be approximated by their
asymptotic expansions, K 0 (k|y − ψ|) ≈ − ln(k|y − ψ|/2) −
γ and K 1 (k|y − ψ|) = 1/(k|y − ψ|), where γ = 0.577
is Euler’s constant [49]. The lateral displacement (along
the y direction) on the surface then becomes vsub =
P cos kx{2w[(1 − νS )−1 + ln 2 − γ ] − (w + y) ln(k|w + y|)
− (w − y) ln(k|w − y|)}/(π Ē S w). The strain energy in the
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⎤1/4

− γ − ln kw

− 2γ − 2 ln kw

2
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,

2
εpre − εc ,
k

(5)

(6)

where εc = {E I k 4 + π Ē S [(3 − νS )(1 − νS )−1 − 2γ − 2 ln
kw]−1 }/(E Ak 2 ) is the critical buckling strain of a stiff beam
on a compliant substrate. The beam buckles once the prestrain
εpre reaches εc , and the buckling amplitude then increases with
the prestrain.
The right-hand side of equation (5) is essentially a
constant because both logarithmic and one-fourth power
For a nearly
functions change very slowly with kw .
incompressible substrate such as PDMS, νS ≈ 1/2, this
constant is approximately 5/7 (error on the order of 1%) such
that the wavevector k and wavelength λ are given by
5
k=
7



Ē S
EI

1/4
,

14π
λ=
5



EI
Ē S

1/4

.

(7)

The wavelength is governed by the ratio of beam bending
stiffness to substrate elastic modulus, and is independent of the
prestrain εpre . This provides experimentally simple routes to
measure the linear elastic modulus of nanomaterials, including
nanowires and nanotubes.
The bending stiffness E I of SiNW, SWNT, MWNT and
carbon nanotube bundles is substituted into equations (6)
and (7) to determine the buckling amplitude and wavelength
for each nanomaterial in the following sections. In addition,
the maximum strains in the buckled nanomaterials are also
obtained.
3
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3. In-surface buckling of silicon nanowires on a
PDMS substrate
A SiNW has a hexagonal cross section with radius R , as shown
in figure 1(a) [50]. Its√moment of inertia and cross√sectional
area are ISiNW = (5 3/16)R 4 and ASiNW = (3 3/2)R 2 ,
respectively. It has one side in contact with the substrate
surface, thus the width of the contact region 2wSiNW = R . The
wavelength in equation (7) then becomes (<1% error)

λSiNW =

12π R
5



E SiNW
Ē S

1/4

,

(8)

which is linearly proportional to the SiNW radius R , and to
the 1/4 power of the SiNW to substrate moduli ratio. It is two
orders of magnitude larger than the SiNW radius since E SiNW is
5 orders of magnitude higher than the PDMS modulus, which
justifies modeling SiNWs as beams. The buckling amplitude is
obtained from equation (6) by substituting wavenumber k with
2π/λSiNW as


12 R E SiNW 1/4 
(vmax )SiNW =
εpre − (εc )SiNW
5
Ē S
λSiNW 
=
εpre − (εc )SiNW ,
(9)
π
which is linearly proportional to the buckling wavelength, and
increases with the prestrain, where the critical buckling strain
(εc )SiNW ≈ 0.3( Ē S /E SiNW )1/2 .
Equation (8) can be rewritten as E SiNW = Ē S [5λSiNW /(12
π R)]4 to estimate Young’s modulus for SiNW from the
measured wavelengths and radii of buckled SiNWs. Detailed
experimental procedures can be found in [25]. For the PDMS
Young’s modulus E S = 2 MPa (room temperature) [46]
and Poisson’s ratio νS = 0.5, figure 2(a) yields Young’s
modulus for SiNW E SiNW = 140 GPa, which agrees
well with prior values reported for SiNW [51–53]. The
buckling amplitude given by equation (8) also agrees well with
experiments, as shown in figure 2(b), where the prestrain is
27% calculated from the measured contour length λcontour and
buckling wavelength λ via εpre = ln(λcontour /λ) [21].
The maximum strain in SiNW is the sum of the membrane
2
strain εm = k 2 vmax
/4 − εpre 
= −(εc )SiNW and bending strain
2
2
εb = (d v/dx )R = −(5/3) (10/3)(εc )SiNW [εpre −(εc )SiNW ].
Its magnitude is

εmax = (εc )SiNW + 53 10
(εc )SiNW [εpre − (εc )SiNW ]
3

≈ 3 (εc )SiNW εpre ,

Figure 2. In-surface buckling of SiNWs on PDMS substrates.
(a) Buckling wavelength versus SiNW radius. (b) Buckling
amplitude versus SiNW radius. (c) Energy difference between
normal and in-surface buckling, and the adhesion energy between
SiNWs and PDMS, versus SiNW radius.

(10)

because the critical buckling strain (εc )SiNW ≈ 0.3( Ē S /
E SiNW )1/2 (0.13% for SiNWs on PDMS) is negligible as
compared to the prestrain εpre . For εpre = 5%, 10% and
27%, the maximum strain in SiNW is 2.6%, 3.6% and 5.9%,
respectively, which is less than the yield strain (strength to
modulus ratio) of 6.4% for SiNW [54].
Rather than normal buckling, SiNWs buckle within the
surface of PDMS in the experiments because the in-surface
buckling mode gives lower potential energy. For εpre = 27% as
in experiments, figure 2(c) shows that the potential energy for

normal buckling [20] is larger than that in equation (4) for insurface buckling, and their difference increases rapidly with the
SiNW radius. This explains the experimentally observed insurface buckling of SiNWs. For comparison, figure 2(c) also
shows the adhesion energy (energy per unit length) between
SiNWs and PDMS, which is the work of adhesion (energy
4
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per unit area), 50.6 mJ m−2 [26], multiplied by the contact
width. The energy difference between normal and in-surface
buckling is much larger than the adhesion energy, particularly
at relatively large radius.

4. In-surface buckling of single-walled carbon
nanotubes on a PDMS substrate
A SWNT of radius R has the bending stiffness E CNT I =
π E CNT t R 3 and tension stiffness E CNT A = 2π E CNT t R , where
Young’s modulus and the thickness of SWNT appear together,
and E CNT t = 0.42 TPa nm [14]. The width 2w of the contact
region between the SWNT and PDMS substrate is 2 R [20]. By
substituting the bending stiffness E I in equation (7) with that
of SWNT E CNT I = π E CNT t R 3 , the wavelength in equation (7)
becomes

1/4
14π π E CNT t R 3
λSWNT =
,
(11)
5
Ē S
which is about 5% larger than the wavelength for normal
buckling of SWNTs [20]. The wavelength is proportional to
R 3/4 , and is shown in figure 3(a) for E S = 2 MPa and νS =
0.5. The buckling amplitude is obtained from equation (6) by
substituting wavenumber k with 2π/λSWNT as

1/4

14 π E CNT t R 3
(vmax )SWNT =
εpre − (εc )SWNT
5
Ē S
λSWNT 
=
εpre − (εc )SWNT ,
(12)
π
which is also linearly proportional to the buckling wavelength,
and increases with the prestrain, where the critical buckling
−1
strain (εc )SWNT
 = α{1 + 4π[5 − 2γ − 2 ln(5/7)− ln α] }/4,
Ē S R/(π E CNT t). The amplitude is shown in
and α =
figure 3(b) for the prestrain εpre = 5%.
The maximum strain in SWNT is the sum of membrane
2
/4 − εpre = −(εc )SWNT and bending
strain εm = k 2 vmax
1
2
ε
=
(
d
v/
d
x 2 )R = −(10/7)[ Ē S R/(π E CNT t)] 4
strain
b

εpre − (εc )SWNT . Its magnitude is

 14


Ē S R
10
εmax = (εc )SWNT +
εpre − (εc )SWNT
7 π E CNT t
 14

Ē S R
10
√
≈
εpre ,
7 π E CNT t

(13)
Figure 3. In-surface buckling of SWNTs on PDMS substrates.
(a) Buckling wavelength versus SWNT radius. (b) Buckling
amplitude versus SWNT radius. (c) Energy difference between
normal and in-surface buckling, and the adhesion energy between
SWNTs and PDMS, versus SWNT radius.

where the critical buckling strain (εc )SWNT is only 0.06% for
the (10, 10) SWNT on PDMS. For εpre = 5%, 10% and
27%, the maximum strain in SWNT is 1.1%, 1.6% and 2.6%,
respectively.
For εpre = 5%, as in the experiments of SWNT buckling
on PDMS substrate [14], figure 3(c) shows that the potential
energy for normal buckling is larger than that in equation (4)
for in-surface buckling. However, their difference is much
smaller than the adhesion energy (energy per unit length)
between SWNTs and PDMS. The surface roughness of PDMS
is comparable to or even larger than the SWNT radius (∼1 nm),
thereby giving rise to the possibility that this roughness can
prevent the in-surface buckling mode [25].

5. In-surface buckling of multi-walled carbon
nanotubes on a PDMS substrate
For a n -wall MWNT with innermost wall radius Rin and interwall spacing σ = 0.34 nm, its bending stiffness and tension
3
n[1 + 3(n − 1)σ/(2
stiffness are (E CNT I )multi = π E CNT t Rin
2
3
2
Rin ) + (n − 1)(2n − 1)σ /(2 Rin ) + n(n − 1)2 σ 3 /(4 Rin
)]
5
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and (E CNT A)multi = 2π E CNT t Rin n[1 + (n − 1)σ/(2 Rin )],
respectively [20]. The width 2w of the contact region between
MWNT and substrate is 2 Rout , where Rout = Rin + (n − 1)σ is
the outermost wall radius. The wavelength of buckled MWNTs
is obtained from equation (7) by substituting the bending
stiffness E I with (E CNT I )multi for MWNTs, and is given by

λMWNT =

14π
5



(E CNT I )multi
Ē S

1/4

.

(14)

The wavelength is shown versus the number of walls n
by dots in figure 4(a) for (10, 10) SWNT ( Rin = 0.69 nm) as
the innermost wall, E CNT t = 0.42 TPa nm, E S = 2 MPa,
and νS = 0.5. For n  1, the wavelength becomes
λMWNT ≈ (7π/5)[π E CNT tσ 3 /(4 Ē S )]1/4 (2n − 1 + 2 Rin /σ ),
which increases linearly with the number of walls, and agrees
well with the solution in figure 4(a). This linear relation results
1/4
from the wavelength in equation (14) scaling with (E CNT I )multi
and the bending stiffness (E CNT I )multi scaling with n 4 for large
n.
The buckling amplitude of MWNTs is obtained from
equation (6) by substituting wavenumber k with 2π/λMWNT as

(vmax )MWNT =
=



14 (E CNT I )multi 1/4 
εpre − (εc )MWNT
5
Ē S

λMWNT 
εpre − (εc )MWNT ,
π

(15)
(1)

where the critical buckling strain (εc )MWNT = αmulti {1 +
(2) −1
(1)
4π[5 − 2γ − 2 ln(5/7) − ln αmulti
] }/2, αmulti
=
(2)
2
=
Rout
 Ē S (E CNT I )multi /(E CNT A)multi and αmulti
Ē S /(E CNT I )multi . The critical buckling strain decreases
as n increases, from 0.061% for n = 1 to 0.044%
for n  4. The amplitude is shown versus the number of walls n in figure 4(b) for the prestrain εpre =
5%.
For n  1, the amplitude becomes vmax ≈
√
(7/5)[π E CNT tσ 3 /(4 Ē S )]1/4 (2n − 1 + 2 Rin /σ ) εpre − εc ,
which is also linear with n , and agrees well with the solution
in figure 4(b). This linearity is because the buckling amplitude
in equation (15) is linearly proportional to the buckling wavelength.
For prestrain εpre = 5% and (10, 10) SWNT ( Rin =
0.69 nm) as the innermost wall, figure 4(c) shows that the
potential energy for normal buckling of a MWNT is larger than
that for in-surface buckling. Their difference is smaller than the
adhesion energy (energy per unit length) between MWNTs and
PDMS for the number of walls n  7, and becomes larger than
the adhesion energy for n > 8, as shown in figure 4(c). This is
because van der Waals interaction is negligible for two atoms
of distance larger than 1 nm, so only the outmost two walls of
a MWNT have contributions to the adhesion energy. On the
other hand, the energy difference between two buckling modes
is proportional to the bending stiffness (E CNT I )multi of the
MWNT, which is proportional to the number of walls n to the
4th power. Therefore, when the number of walls n increases,
the energy difference between normal and in-surface buckling
increases much faster than the adhesion energy. Furthermore,
diameters of MWNTs of large number of walls are significantly

Figure 4. In-surface buckling of MWNTs on PDMS substrates.
(a) Buckling wavelength versus number of walls. (b) Buckling
amplitude versus number of walls. (c) Energy difference between
normal and in-surface buckling, and the adhesion energy between
MWNTs and PDMS, versus the number of walls of MWNTs.

larger than the surface roughness of PDMS (∼1 nm), and
observing in-surface buckling of MWNTs in experiment could
be possible.

6. In-surface buckling of carbon nanotube bundles
on a PDMS substrate
A representative carbon nanotube bundle has 7 SWNTs of
equal radius R forming a hexagon (one being at the center),
6
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Figure 5. In-surface buckling of SWNT bundles on PDMS substrates. (a) Schematic illustration of a SWNT bundle. (b) Buckling wavelength
versus SWNT radius. (c) Buckling amplitude versus SWNT radius. (d) Energy difference between normal and in-surface buckling, and the
adhesion energy between SWNT bundles and PDMS, versus the constituent SWNT radius.

as shown in figure 5(a) [20]. The inter-tube spacing is σ =
0.34 nm. The bending stiffness and tension stiffness of the
bundle are (E CNT I )bundle = π E CNT t R 3 [7 + 6(2 + σ/R)2 ] and
(E CNT A)bundle = 14π E CNT t R , respectively [20]. The width
2w of the contact region between the carbon nanotube bundles
and the substrate is 2 Rout , where Rout = 3 R + σ is the outer
radius of the bundle. The wavelength of carbon nanotube
bundles is identical to that in equation (7) except that the
bending stiffness E I is changed to (E CNT I )bundle ,

λbundle

14π
=
5



(E CNT I )bundle
Ē S

1/4

.

2π/λbundle as

(vmax )bundle ≈



14 (E CNT I )bundle 1/4 
εpre − (εc )bundle
5
Ē S

λbundle 
εpre − (εc )bundle,
(17)
π
(1)
where the critical buckling strain (εc )bundle = αbundle {1 +
(2)
(
1)
4π[5 − 2γ − 2 ln(5/7) − ln αbundle ]−1 }/2, αbundle =
(2)
2
=
Rout
 Ē S (E CNT I )bundle /(E CNT A)bundle and αbundle
Ē S /(E CNT I )multi . The critical buckling strain increases
as R increases, from 0.05% for R = 0.5 nm to 0.09%
for R = 2.0 nm. The amplitude is shown versus the
SWNT radius R in figure 5(c) for the prestrain εpre =
5%.
For R  σ , the amplitude becomes vmax ≈
√
(14/5)(31π E CNT t R 3 / Ē S )1/4 [1 + 6σ /(31 R)] εpre − εc ,
which agrees well with the solution in figure 5(c).
Figure 5(d) shows that the potential energy for normal
buckling of a SWNT bundle is also larger than that for insurface buckling. For prestrain εpre = 5%, their difference is
smaller than the adhesion energy (per unit length) between the
SWNT bundle and PDMS when the tube radius R < 1.3 nm,
=

(16)

The wavelength is shown versus the SWNT radius R in
figure 5(b), with E CNT t = 0.42 TPa nm, E S = 2 MPa, and
νS = 0.5. For R  σ , the wavelength becomes λbundle ≈
(14π/5)(31π E CNT t R 3 / Ē S )1/4 [1 + 6σ /(31 R)], which agrees
well with the solution in figure 5(b).
The buckling amplitude of carbon nanotube bundles is
obtained from equation (6) by substituting wavenumber k with
7
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and is larger than the adhesion energy when tube radius R >
1.3 nm. This is due to only the bottom two tubes of the bundle
contributing to the adhesion energy.
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7. Conclusions
A continuum mechanics theory is established to study insurface buckling of stiff beams on elastomeric substrates.
Simple analytical expressions are obtained for the buckling
wavelength, amplitude and critical buckling strain. The theory
is applied to in-surface buckling of SiNWs, SWNTs, MWNTs
and carbon nanotube bundles on PDMS substrates. For SiNWs,
the buckling wavelength increases linearly with the radius.
The measured wavelength gives Young’s modulus for SiNW
E SiNW = 140 GPa, which agrees well with prior values
reported for SiNW. For SWNTs or carbon nanotube bundles,
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